Dodge caliber 06

The Dodge Caliber is a front-engine, front-wheel drive five-door compact hatchback [2]
manufactured and marketed by Chrysler's Dodge division from model years to , replacing the
Dodge Neon and Chrysler PT Cruiser. Following the Caliber concept which debuted at the
Geneva Motor Show , [3] the pre-production version debuted at the North American
International Auto Show , with market launch in March The Caliber was manufactured at the
Belvidere Assembly Illinois plant, and across its six-year model run, just over , were produced.
The Caliber was one of Dodge's first modern offerings in Europe and in Asian markets such as
Japan, South Korea, and Singapore, as it established new distribution channels there. It was
also introduced in China in as Dodge's second modern vehicle offering in that market. The
introduction of the Caliber had marked the return of the Dodge brand to Australia since the early
s. The Caliber in Japan joined the Chrysler PT Cruiser in , as the PT Cruiser was offered since ,
but as with previous Chrysler products sold in Japan, the width dimension exceeded Japanese
Government dimension regulations , and Japanese consumers were liable for annual taxes for
driving a larger car which affected sales. As Chrysler products were considered large to the
Japanese market, Chrysler offered products that offered spacious interiors with four doors and
one-piece liftgates to broaden their appeal to the Japanese as a compromise for paying the
annual tax for large vehicles. It uses a four-cylinder 1. It shares a portion of the platform with the
Mitsubishi Lancer , but is most similar to the Jeep Compass and Jeep Patriot. The Caliber
wheels have a 5-hole pattern with a The Dodge Caliber was standard with side curtain airbags,
but torso side airbags were optional. However, that Caliber was not equipped with the optional
torso side airbag. The base SE model features front-wheel drive and a 1. The standard
configuration for the SE lacks air conditioning, power windows, door locks, or mirrors. The
grille surround is body-colored, while that of all other models is chromed. Some options were
not available on the SE. For , this model was named Express, reverting to SE for For , the CVT
transmission option was dropped only for the SE, leaving the five-speed manual transmission
as the only available transmission option for the SE. Air conditioning is standard equipment at
this level, including the Chill Zone beverage cooler inside the front lower glove compartment.
The gauge cluster gains a tachometer and an optional trip computer. The driver's seat adds
height adjustment, the passenger seat folds flat for load-carrying, and the rear seats recline.
Power windows, locks, mirrors, and remote keyless entry are included. The cargo area light
includes a removable and rechargeable flashlight while the front dome light incorporates two
reading lamps. In Europe, this version was also commercialized equipped with a VW-built 2.
Eighteen-inch aluminum wheels were standard, while chromed versions were optional. A
front-wheel drive variant with the T 5-speed manual transmission commenced production in late
summer ABS was standard, and the suspension and steering systems were tuned for
performance. Internally, the car came standard with color-keyed fabric seat inserts, while
leather seats were an option as on the SXT. Color-keyed instrument panel trim was also
standard, as well as a leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio controls and speed control,
and a cargo area cover all options on the SXT. It featured a 2. Edmunds called the
manufacturer's rating conservative; putting more power to the road than cars costing twice as
much. This engine is mated to a Getrag six-speed manual transmission and uses a front-wheel
drive drivetrain. The SRT4 came with large It also featured four-wheel ABS, with electronic
assistance. For the model, the Caliber underwent a minor revamp. In addition, the trunk lid was
reduced in weight and simplified in its opening. In the interior, all panels were made black
instead of grey. The car model title, previously indicated on the right, was moved to the bottom
right corner of the gate lid. The dashboard also features the relocation of the glove box due to
many customer complaints, which now occupies the spot over the radio panel and comprises a
"push-open" lock instead of the previous "squeeze-and-lift" opening mechanism. The 1.
European market models receive a new 2. Two more models were launched in a luxury
all-included variant "Uptown" and a base variant "Express" in which the black plastic handles
returned. All models except "Express" featured inch wheels. The model brought six new paint
schemes, standard stability control except on Express models, Sirius traffic when equipped
with a navigation system, inch chrome-clad wheels available on Uptown models 17" painted are
standard , updated steering except on Express models, and new shocks and a thicker rear
anti-roll bar on Rush and Heat models. The Dodge Nitro also featured driver and passenger's
floor mats. The logo was removed from the mats in Calibers with the model. The Plus version
includes all the SXT items and inch aluminum wheels with performance tires, as well as a 6-way
power-adjustable driver seat. The Caliber was the last model sold in Europe. The model ended
production on 23 November , in United States, [20] with the remainder being sold as the model
year Caliber in both U. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the car. For
the unit of measurement, see Caliber. Motor vehicle. See also: Street and Racing Technology.
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8. The only SRT -branded vehicle. Where do i start, problems with problems. Few days after got
the car, I started having problems, First was the windows making a very loud squeaking noise,
went in few times to fix the problem, every time was returned not making a noise for a few
months then stared again, few months in the car was going in up to twice a month for some
problem or the other, after two years and 20 miles, I sold the car. The over all price, very strong,
in terms of the body if you have a crash. Report as offensive. Recently Asked Questions I'm
looking for a medium-sized hatchback. What's the best model to buy? Which car brands offer
free home-charger installation? What's the best small, electric 4x4? Our cloned reg plate is
racking up tickets on an uninsured car. What do we do? Are convertibles more expensive to
insure? Latest News Headlines New Nissan Qashqai revealed with more space and hybrid tech
The all-new Nissan Qashqai has been revealed â€” it gets a spacious new interior with the latest
infotainment, self-drive technology and a choice of mild and full-hybrid petrol engines. Latest
Reviews 4. Used Car Pricing Search on. How to reject a car Check if your car has a recall. Fuel
Calculator Petrol or Diesel? What is the Fuel Calculator? Compare two cars to find the lowest
fuel cost. Search the forum. Dodge Caliber - 3. Dodge Nitro - Dodge Journey - Value my car ,
miles buy or sell? Elsewhere on. Money Saving Offers, Deals and Discounts. Keyless theft:
What is it and how do you stop it? Hiring rather than buying? Our guide will save you money.
NEW: Child seat chooser - Don't buy a car seat until you've used this. Range Rover dominates
list of most stolen and recovered cars of New Nissan Qashqai revealed with more space and
hybrid tech. No end in sight for Volkswagen 1. Jaguar Land Rover commits to UK car
production as it scraps petrol and diesel engines. The Truth About Cars was particularly harsh,
writing in its early review:. Despite an independent rear suspension, the car displays all the
grace of a sumo wrestler on figure skates. At the risk of inflicting metaphor overload, the tiller
provides less feedback than a bumper car, with precisely none of the fun. The Caliber is a huge
step forward for Chrysler. It moves well ahead of American-branded compacts and will be
competitive with the best Japanese nameplates as well. The packaging offers several unique
aspects and includes some fun creature features. According to Good Car Bad Car , the Caliber
sold okay for the first three years, but still much worse than the car it replaced, the Dodge Neon
, which bowed out after the model year. Worse was the fact that the Caliber was an economy car
in a lineup of Daimler Chrysler products that were pretty much all filled with hard, bland
interiors. And I mean gray. Oh, and there were the illuminated cupholders and an iPod holder in
the armrest, whichâ€”to its creditâ€”could slide fore and aft to accommodate various human
body sizes:. Dodge also offered a bigger screen, as well as color inserts for the seats, and a big
color center stack trim piece:. Adding to those points is the styling. The Caliber is definitely
cute, with the aggressive wheel arches, big grille, and giant taillights making it seem like a tiny
hatchback in the middle of a growth spurt into an SUV. And then there was the SRT model, with

its big wing, nice aluminum wheels, sweet hood scoop, and unique lower fascias and side
skirts. Plus there were changes to the suspension and brakes to make them a bit better for track
use, and a manual trans with sixth gear came onboard. More importantly, the Caliber SRT-4 got
a turbocharged version of the 2. MORE torque steer. Per Motor Trend :. Plant your right foot to
the floor and call up all the Dodge Caliber SRT-4's torque, limited to pound-feet in first gear
What an absurd machine that thing was. But, as our friend Doug DeMuro has written , it was
kind of cool. Do I really think the Dodge Caliber deserves redemption? Trying to look at this
thing objectively, I suppose I like the sort of cartoonish proportions and the exaggerated wheel
arches and flared fenders. I like the gimmicks, tooâ€”the white gauges, the little flashlight, the
sort-of drink cooler, the flip-down speakersâ€”these are the sorts of details that can make an
otherwise ignorable car a little bit more endearing, if you happen to own one or encounter one
out there in the world. Unless it has that CVT. Tech Editor, Jalopnik. Owner of far too many
Jeeps. Follow my instagram davidntracy. Always interested in hearing from engineersâ€”email
me. Retired FCA guy here. I once spent 6 weeks driving around the Midwest launching the
Caliber to our dealers via presenting a half day training module to the entire dealer staff on the
showroom floor. It replaced a perfectly good 2nd generation Neon, yet it had none of the
characteristics people wanted in a compact car. What I did learn is to hate with a burning
passion those rotten bastard overlords from Daimler who thought American buyers were such
bumpkins they would be perfectly fine with interior materials befitting an early 60's Lada. In
hindsight, the Caliber was a quirky, honest, relatively sturdy hatch with a surprising 8 inches of
ground clearance that would still make for a cheap and capable winter beater. Put some winter
rubber on it and it would go through almost anything, especially with the AWD version. Also,
the SRT-4 version was an absolute screaming hoot to drive that could be a hell of a fun low cost
rally car right out of the box. The A. Redemption Garage. David Tracy. David Tracy Posts Email
Twitter. Share This Story. Get our newsletter Subscribe. Face it: American brands haven't been
competitive in the compact-car segment. The Ford Focus raised the bar when it was new in , but
has stagnated since. Chevrolet 's Cobalt is a better car than the prehistoric Cavalier it replaced,
but sets no particular standards. And the previous Neon had become little more than a
rental-car favorite. In the meantime, the Honda Civic and Toyota Corolla have captured buyers
by the tankerload. Dealers are whining they can't get enough Mazda3s. And how about those
Korean carmakers, at whom no one is laughing any more? Something had to be done. So
Dodge threw out the Neon with the bathwater and replaced it with the Caliber. Its platform
architecture is new from scratch, as are its three powertrains; the same underpinnings form the
basis of the upcoming Jeep Compass. As Daimler Chrysler plans to sell the Caliber in nearly
world markets, a hatchback body style was necessary. Five-doors are famous for selling poorly
in the U. The Caliber is about a half-inch shorter in length, an inch and a half wider, and almost
four and a half inches taller than the Neon it replaces, and no conventional sedan or other body
style will be offered, at least for now. The Caliber is a nice-looking piece. Its muscular fender
lines give it surface detail and an air of substance. The black plastic molding that runs along the
roofline hides the drip rails, and the head- and taillight clusters have the expected jewellike
detailing. Parked next to a Neon, it has much more visual mass that translates into interior
space. The tailgate aperture opens high for access to the The beveled exterior surface themes
continue inside, with a straightforward, three-dial instrument panel and large, easy-to-operate
audio and HVAC controls. Some surfaces are of the soft-touch variety, others are hard plastic,
but all are nicely finished and employ a variety of grains and tech-style looks. Base and uplevel
seat materials are attractive and appear durable. Like a Toyota Prius , the Caliber offers near
midsize-car interior volumes in a package classed as a compact. Higher-than-average ground
clearance means the seat cushions have a raised hip point, which facilitates easy entry and exit.
For all its room, the cabin evidences a few curious flaws. Dodge points out that the rear cargo
floor is made of washable plastic, so the area can handle wet and dirty stuff. The backs of the
front seats are finished in the same. Why, then, are the back surfaces of the rear seats
upholstered in a mouse-fur-like carpet that'll soil easily? There are several rear-area tiedowns,
but not a single grocery hook. A cargo net would seem a good idea, too. The rear seat also is
about as flat as a park bench, offering little to no bolstering to keep occupants from slamming
about during cornering. Caliber buyers can choose from three all-new four-cylinder engines
codeveloped with Hyundai and Mitsubishi. The base 1. The volume powerplant is a 2. It also
gets balance shafts that cancel out second-order vibrations for smoother running. The top
banana is a 2. This, along with the Caliber's design and packaging, makes it an interesting
bridge between hatchback sedan and crossover. Dodge has made most of the transmission
choices for you. The 1. All 2. Dodge claims it boosts performance and mileage. When tied to the
2. The 2. All Calibers have power rack-and-pinion steering, a MacPherson-strut front
suspension, and a multilink setup out back. Visibility is good, and many drivers will welcome

the higher-than-average driving position. We've already bagged on the rear seats, but the fronts
are comfortable and supportive. The engine is strong, as is expected from horses. It isn't as
smooth or as sweet as the best from, say, Honda , but feels polished and capable enough. The
CVT is a joy. Although the sensation of not feeling conventional gear "shifts" takes getting used
to, the transmission's calibration is spot on and keeps the engine working in its useful
powerband to revs. It doesn't hunt around as much as many CVTs do, and there's a handy
throttle detent that alters the CVT programming, too. Drive moderately, and it modulates engine
rpm up and down the tach. Floor it past the detent, and the motor revs straight to six grand,
while the CVT feeds in the power for maximum performance. And, unlike many sequential
automatics, the trans snaps up and down the "gears" without hesitation when in the AutoStick
mode. As the Caliber is tall and rides higher than most conventional compact sedans do, you'd
expect it to have a higher center of gravity, and it feels like it does. There's adequate grip from
the big inch tires, and the steering is light but feels numbish, especially when the car begins to
understeer near its handling limit. Wind ruffling is minimal, although there's more tire noise
than expected. No complaints from the brakes: plenty of stopping, with just enough pedal pulse
to let you know when the ABS cuts in. Body motions are reasonably well controlled, although
this machine still says "sporty sedan" more than "sport sedan. Next up was the 2. The steering
offered more feedback and felt quicker--perhaps because it wasn't saddled with the
all-wheel-drive hardware. The less-aggressive, inch rolling stock rode better and was quieter,
too. Nice, since this is the model that approximately two out of three Caliber owners will end up
with. The Caliber is a huge step forward for Chrysler. It moves well ahead of American-branded
compacts and will be competitive with the best Japanese nameplates as well. It's roomy,
aggressively priced, and current from a technological standpoint save for the lack of that
much-in-demand hybrid version. The packaging offers several unique aspects and includes
some fun creature features. A job well, if not perfectly, done, as this market segment and its
buyers don't tolerate excuses. It didn't pack the punch of an Evo or STI, but didn't cost as much,
either. The next-generation SRT4 ups the power ante with a horse turbocharged, intercooled
version of the Caliber's 2. Curiously, the Caliber SRT4 won't have all-wheel drive, which is what
helps the Japanese rally twins eradicate lethal torque steer. Dodge says the Caliber SRT4 will
hit 60 mph in under six seconds. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Matt Stone writer
Wesley Allison photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

